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UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR MAY, 1965
BEING THE THIRD NUMBER OF VOLUME FIFTY-SIX

PRESENTING THE TRUTH IN LOVE

This Editorial was written forty years ago

by the one to whom this memorial

number is dedicated:

A. E. Knoch

It is always pleasing to God for His saints to imitate

Him, in His latest revelation of Himself. Our charac

ters should conform to the truth we teach. The mar

velous message of the ultimate reconciliation of all to

God is the most powerful incentive to peace. "We look

upon all our enemies as potential friends. We welcome

and anticipate the time when all enmity and every dif

ference will vanish, and it is bound to have a soothing

and salutary effect on our present conduct, in the meas

ure in which it has gripped our hearts.

But that is future. A still more potent truth is God's

present attitude toward mankind. Only those who have

peace with God are reconciled to Him, nevertheless He

is conciliated to all mankind. The estrangement between

man and his Creator is a one-sided enmity. It is all on

man's side. God is not at all at war with mankind.

Alas that this great truth should be most denied by those

who seek to preach the gospel, and picture Him as a

distant, angry god, who must be sought, who must be

implored, who must be entreated for the smallest favor!

Can any course more effectively conceal the grace He

displays in seeking and beseeching the sinner to be con

ciliated to Him?

Great as is God's grace in the gospel, how excessively

redundant is its outflow to those who have received

the conciliation and are reconciled! We are to imitate
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Him, not merely in our attitude to His enemies, but more

especially toward those whom He has taken to be His

friends. Here is where we all fail. Here is where we

all place limits on His favor.

The highest evidence of a close communion with God

is not a haughty holding of the truth and a separation

from all who do not see it as we do. We are to endeavor

to correctly partition the word of truth, but we are also

to endeavor to keep the unity of the spirit in the tie of

peace. Truth, too often, has been held in hate. Truth

in love is the key to the approval of God and to the

hearts of His saints.

In this day of apostasy the truth must often be most

unwelcome and unwanted, even by the saints. That

most of them are steeped in error is almost an axiom,

for, if even one of the many conflicting divisions should

be absolutely correct (which is most unlikely) that would

convict all the rest. All want a confirmation of their

position, right or wrong, though truth itself must be

spurned. But truth, in love, has a power difficult to

resist.

Truth, in love, is sometimes silent, for fear of offend

ing. It is often grieved, but does not retaliate. Above

all it does not, like Peter, cut off the ears of those who

oppose, for it is patiently waiting for the time when the

ears will be healed, not hurt.

Let us, who believe in ultimate reconciliation and

present conciliation complement our belief by a most

gracious and loving exercise of the grace we have re

ceived in our contact with the world and with His

beloved saints! A.E.K.



In Memoriam

MY FATHER—AS I REMEMBER HIM

The Life of Adolph Ernst Enoch

through the Eyes of his Son

Ernest 0. Knoch

"I'm from Missouri—you've got to show me." How

often have I heard my father quote this well known

maxim as he labored over the solution to some difficult

problem in the Scriptures. Yes, he really was born in

St. Louis, Missouri, on December 19, 1874. Although

there were many ministers and lawyers among his an

cestors, his father, whose name was also Adolph Knoch,

held the humble position of janitor of a grammar school

there, and young Adolph early learned the meaning of

hard work, for it was his duty to sweep out one floor of

the building in the morning before school.

In those days, nothing but German was spoken in the

part of St. Louis where his parents lived, hence he

learned this language and knew no English when he

entered school. For this reason, when he did learn

English he spoke it with no trace of German accent.

When he was ten years old, his parents moved to Los

Angeles, California, settling on east Thirty-eighth Street,

where he was brought up. He was one of a large

family, mostly girls, although there was one brother,

Ulrich. When he grew a little older, he fixed up a room

for himself in the windmill tower at the rear of his

home, from which vantage point he was able to observe

the starry firmament to better advantage, for astronomy

was one of his early interests, and he has told me that
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he seriously considered becoming an astronomer. Yet

he was hampered by lack of funds.

My father showed a marked literary ability at a very

early age, and was advised by his English teacher at

Los Angeles High School, from which he later gradu

ated, to make a serious study of the great literature of

the world, such as Shakespeare and the Bible. Of course

his parents did not possess a set of Shakespeare, but they

did have a family Bible, so he began his studies with

that. Thus it was that he learned the Scriptural basis

for salvation from the Scriptures themselves, and,

through reading them, became convinced, not of their

literary value, but rather of the message of salvation

they contained. His parents did not attend church,

although they were listed as members of the Lutheran

denomination.

Soon he knew that he needed salvation himself, and

he accepted the invitation extended in the Word of God

itself by his Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. He con

tinued to his last conscious moment, to revel in the

study of God's Word above all else, and he was accorded

the great privilege of bringing to the attention of other

believers, many hidden truths which it contains.

In his early search for fellowship with others who,

like himself, were interested in a serious study of the

Scriptures, he became acquainted with, and later asso

ciated with, the Plymouth Brethren. After some time,

they began to look upon him as promising material for

leadership. He preached ''the gospel" at the Los Angeles

jail each Sunday afternoon. While he was highly

esteemed by his associates, it became apparent to him

that something was wrong. He began pointing out

passages in the Scriptures which seemed to him to con

tradict their teaching on certain subjects. This would

not do! He was asked to "sit back" and do no more

teaching. So he just read Scriptures, and this led to his
eventual excommunication from the group.
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While still going to the meetings, he met a young

school teacher, Olive Elizabeth Hyde, who attended the

meetings with her parents. They were increasingly

drawn together by the mutual bond of love for their

Lord and Saviour, as well as love for each other, and

they were married shortly after the turn of the century.

Since his bride was troubled with malaria, they looked

for a more favorable location than the low-lying area of

West Twenty-fourth Street, where she had been living.

They located a lot on the very top of a hill in what was

then known as Boyle Heights, at 2817 East Sixth Street.

Here the young bridegroom erected a two story house,

with a tower and parapets for a fine view of the sur

rounding area as well as sun baths if desired. This

house still stands. In a room of this house I was born

on November 5, 1906 and was named Ernest Oliver,

after my father's middle name and my mother's first.

A second pregnancy, some time later, resulted in a

miscarriage, and my mother was very ill for some months

as a result.

In 1910, my father became acquainted with Leslie

Cushman of Lincoln, Nebraska, who lived not far away.

They decided to move out into the country, and pur

chased 100 acres of land from Mr. Brown, a relative,

who had founded and developed Redlands. Since they

would need hauling facilities on the land, the two men

occupied themselves with the construction of a truck,

which they named the Farmobile. It was probably the

first truck to be made in Los Angeles, and the work was

done in Mr. Cushman's back yard, on Eagle Street.

When all was ready, they equipped themselves with

tents for housing, sold their city homes, loaded the

truck, and pulled out. The truck had solid steel wheel

rims, and of course the roads were not paved in those

days. What is now a trip of two hours or less on

modern highways, took them two days! The land was

located in the San Jacinto Valley, and they pitched their
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tents on a hill overlooking Mystic Lake (later known

as Lake San Jacinto, and now drained). I remember

one night I rolled out under the side of the tent in my

sleep, and caused considerable alarm until I was located!

The first necessity was water. There was a grove of

Mesquite trees between the tent and the road, and as water

may always be found beneath Mesquite trees, a well

about 30 feet deep was dug by hand. But the water

proved brackish and unusable. Being of a mechanical

turn of mind, Mr. Cushman constructed a "well rig,"

with which they could drill much deeper. My father

turned his attention to the selection of a site for drilling.

He used a mesquite "witch," using the method known

as dowsing. After the well was drilled (I believe they

went about 230 feet that first day), they were both so

tired that they left the drill in the hole and came home

to sleep. I can still remember the jubilation in the

morning, when they returned to the site and found

good water gushing up through the drill pipe!

My mother (whose health was never robust), soon

found that this life was too rugged for her even though

she enjoyed the fresh air and other blessings of country

living. So she returned to Los Angeles until a house

could be constructed. My father and I remained to

construct the house, quarrying bricks from a nearby

abandoned lime kiln (being careful of centipedes which

were exceedingly large and numerous). I remember

that, as a four year old, I received one graham cracker

for every ten bricks I carried. I felt, I am told, that it

should be the other way around! The excellence of

this brick edifice, which contained ideas which my father

felt would improve its ability to withstand any adver

sity, was amply demonstrated in 1918, when the San

Jacinto earthquake made rubble of all other brick build

ings in the area. My father and mother were in the

house at the time, so here we see demonstrated the

protection of their Lord, Who had much more work for
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them to do. Cement had been used instead of mortar,

and strips of redwood were laid every ten layers or so,

to tie the structure together. These were some of the

safeguards my father devised, and they were typical of

the thoroughness which was the chief quality which

enabled him to complete the Concordant Version.

My father had, of course, planned to stay there in

definitely, and had constructed an extra room adjoining

the house proper, to use as his study. But this was not

the Lord's will for him, for my mother was unable to

maintain her health there, even after the house became

livable.

In an effort to get as close as possible to the old home

on East Sixth Street, they purchased a vacant lot from

their old neighbors, the Mulhollands, (who were inter

ested in my father's work), next door to their old home.

It was located at 2823 East Sixth Street, and in 1912

my father, with the help of a Mr. Ditch, a relative and

contractor, constructed the house at 2823 where he has

lived ever since, except for his sojourn in Germany and

the Holy Land.

Here it was that the headquarters for his life work

was established. When the capacity of the house and

attic were exhausted, my father built a warehouse at

the rear, and later, with the help of friends, it was dou

bled in size. These premises are still in use for storage

of the Concern's extra supplies of literature, and this

house was his residence at the time of his death.

Although at the very first opposed to his "heretical"

ideas about the Scriptures because of her Plymouth

Brethren background, my mother early became his

staunchest supporter, and worked many tedious hours

preparing the slips of paper for his card index of every

occurrence of every word in the Greek Scriptures, as

well as filling orders for the ever-increasing literature,

and addressing by hand the envelopes for the mailing of

the magazine which he had begun, with Vladimir Geles-
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noff as co-editor, during the latter part of 1909. Al

though it was originally printed in Minneapolis, because

Brother Gelesnoff resided there, he soon moved to San

Diego, California, and then to Los Angeles. Since my

father was a printer by trade, it was only natural that

he should take over the printing and typesetting phase

of the magazine at this time. The actual presswork was

and still is done at the shop of his long time friend and

brother in the Lord, Herman Vogel. The typesetting

was sent out until his grandson, David, took it over after

his discharge from the Navy in 1954. But A.E.K. him

self did the make-up until about 1960, when he could

no longer see to do it, and it was taken over by his

grandsons David and Albert.

For some years, my father resumed his work as

superintendent of his brother's printing establishment,

the Commercial Printing House, on Boyd Street. But

the responsibility took so much of his energy and

strength that he asked to be demoted to "stone man"

(the man who prepares the type for printing and locks

it up in the press chase) so that he would have more

time for the work closest to his heart — the Lord's

work.

Later, my uncle sold the shop and became editor and

publisher of the La Verne Leader, a small-town news

paper. My father continued working for the new

owners for a time, but when they required the purchase

of war bonds, during the first world war, he and Herman

Vogel, the pressman, both decided they did not want to

contribute to the war effort, and were fired. Herman

Vogel then purchased the Pacific Novelty Company,

which printed and distributed picture post cards. From

this beginning, he branched out into general letterpress

work, and, because of their mutual interests and because

he was a brother in the Lord, interested in the work my

father was doing, Unsearchable Riches and later the

Concordant Version were printed there. They are
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still printed there today. With the exception of work

ing a few months for Mr. Vogel, my father never again

resumed steady employment, but was enabled to spend

all his time compiling the Concordant Version and

writing the voluminous literature about the Word of

God which seemed to flow so effortlessly from his pen.

Activity at 2823 East Sixth Street was devoted almost

exclusively to the translation and editorial work now.

The death of his devoted and talented co-editor, Vladi

mir Gelesnoff, in 1921, laid the responsibility for the

work squarely on the shoulders of my father. No longer

could he count on Brother Gelesnoff for articles to fill

the pages of Unsearchable Riches, nor for the compila

tion of a concordant translation of the Hebrew Scrip

tures, as they had at first arranged.

Undaunted by this blow, my father continued his work

on the Concordant Version. He published a few tenta

tive portions, yet he was not satisfied. He wished to

give the English reader access to the originals, and

eliminate the bias of the translator. There were Greek

testaments available, and even an interlinear or two

using modern Greek type. But this of necessity intro

duced punctuation, etc., which was not in the originals

as hand written by the scribes in the uncial characters

of the earliest manuscripts. He would make this avail

able to the English reader! He had succeeded in ob

taining photostatic copies of the three earliest and best

manuscripts, Alexandrinus, Sinaiticus, and Vaticanus,

after much difficulty. Inquiry revealed that no type

was available to simulate the all-capital characters.

Since the war was on, no one could be hired to do work

of this nature. So his friends told him, "It can't be

done!" This did not stop him. He resolved to make the

type himself. He built himself a small work table and

purchased files, carborundum points, etc., and a bar

of soft steel and went to work. The task took about a

month of steady work. Then the ' 'punches" had to be
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hardened with cyanide. I can well remember my mother

complaining about the terrible smell which permeated

the house when the cyanide solution was heated over the

kitchen stove. After these punches were completed, it

was necessary to impress them onto matrices. These

could then be used to cast type in a monotype machine,

after which the type was distributed into cases, and the

Greek Text set up by hand. I remember doing some of

this work myself at the age of twelve. But it soon be

came evident that my father and I could not do it all,

so an old printer was hired to do this portion of the

work. His name was H. E. Gamewell, and he lived in

Oceanside. After a week or two of instruction at our

place, we took him back home in our 1919 model T Ford,

with sufficient type to keep him busy for a month or so.

He was also setting the sublinear type. As soon as

he had a portion ready, we would make a trip to Ocean-

side and pick it up, and take him some more type. I can

remember one time when the heavy load of lead was too

much for the model T, and the rear end gave out at Gar

den Grove. We were forced to return home on the

Pacific Electric interurban. In a day or two they called

to say that the car was ready, and I was sent to pick

it up. Since I was quite young, the dealer was evidently

somewhat worried about the validity of the check which

my father had sent along. He wanted to know if I

knew anyone in Garden Grove I could give as a refer

ence. I did not. But just then the head of the firm

(which was evidently a branch of a Los Angeles dealer

ship) appeared from Los Angeles. Seeing that my check

was on a Los Angeles bank, he immediately gave it his

O.K. And so the Lord was with me!

In September of 1926, my father was dealt another

heavy blow. His beloved helpmeet, my mother, passed

away after a lingering illness. She it was who had been

his chief co-worker. Yet I was now nineteen years of

age, and was able to take over some of the tasks which
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she had been doing, such as correspondence and filling

orders.

In those early days, there were many, both locally and

in distant places, who helped my father with the various

phases of the preparation work on the Concordant Ver

sion, for the details were so many that they could never

be handled by any one man alone. Some of those who

helped locally were Melville Dozier (Superintendent of

Schools in Los Angeles), J. H. Breckenridge, (Attorney

for the Irvine Ranch) who helped with any legal prob

lems, C. P. Wilcox of Long Beach, Horace M. Conrad

of South Pasadena, who did the proofreading, Mrs. Gib

son and Mrs. Walker, who prepared the slips for the

card index system, Dr. Emma Lucas (first woman physi

cian in New York), Earl Taber, Vi E. Olin, Edna Parr,

Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Bagley. Pastor George L. Eogers

of Almont, Michigan, served as the expert on the Greek

verb, and he later moved to Los Angeles, where he also

did some work with type, and spoke at the local meeting.

Brother David Mann also spoke at the meeting, and

corresponded. Later, Frank Neil Pohorlak (now Dr.

Pohorlak) came and worked at headquarters for some

time. Helpers at a distance whose names I can remem

ber are, Alexander Thomson of Scotland, whose indefati-

gible service was invaluable in the early days, Edward

H. Clayton of England, who still serves as our advisor

in translation matters, Ben Bredimus and Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph Kirk of Seattle. Adlai Loudy, a Christian min

ister, became much interested, and wrote a book and a

number of booklets, some of which we still publish.

F. H. Robison and Walter H. Bundy were others who

contributed articles and helped in other ways. Un

doubtedly there were others, whose names I have for

gotten.

The first part of the Complete Edition of the Concor

dant Version, the Unveiling of Jesus Christ (Revela

tion) was published in 1919. Other portions followed
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until in 1926 the entire New Testament was ready.

Parts left over were bound under one cover, and a few

thousand copies of the 1926 edition became available in

this form. But it quickly became evident that this

supply would soon be exhausted, so plans were made

and paper purchased for the 1930 edition. Printing of

this took place just before I was married to Alberta

Marie Lundquist, who was also working with us at that

time, assisting during this busy period, when we made

a daily trip to the printer, with a "form" of the Version

to be printed that day, picking up Brother Conrad to

go with us and check the accuracy of the layout before

printing, and then trying to keep up with the office

work in the evenings. I left on my honeymoon just

before this was completed, and Brother Bagley took my

place for the last portion.

After the completion of this work, my father turned

his attention to the Hebrew Scriptures, or Old Testa

ment. In order to check many passages, it was his desire

to visit the Holy Land. Since I was now married and

had taken over the business end of the work, he could

get away. This he did in 1931. A full account of this

trip was given in Unsearchable Riches under the title

of "The Palestine Expedition," so I shall not go into

details here. Let me merely point out the way in which

the Lord used this trip for the furtherance of the work.

On his way, he visited many countries in Europe, in

cluding Germany, where he made the acquaintance of

the Countess Sigrid von Kanitz, who was editor of the

German edition of a periodical called "The Overcomer,"

which contained translations of scriptural articles

written by Mrs. Penn-Lewis of England. Countess von

Kanitz had of late years been including translations of

articles from Unsearchable Riches. My father soon left

for the Holy Land, but while there he realized that this

was the one he wanted for his helpmeet. In about a

year, he returned to Germany, and they were married.
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He had originally planned to return to the United States

in a year or so, but now it became apparent that there

was a real need for a German Concordant Version, so

he and his bride commenced this work there, and also

continued the magazine, changing the name to the Ger

man equivalent of Unsearchable Riches. This magazine

is still being published, now from Switzerland, where

Brother Albert Blaettler is in charge of the German

work, and under the editorship of Herman Koeke of

Carpinteria, California, who also assists me in editing the

English Unsearchable Riches.

They located in Stepenitz, Ostprignitz, a small village

now in East Germany, where they lived at the home of

the Baroness Wally von Bissing, a long time co-worker

with Sigrid. Here they engaged themselves with the

work of preparing a German language edition of the

Concordant Version. The Concordant principle of

translation was equally applicable to all languages. They

also continued publication of the German magazine, and

of course my father contributed articles by mail for the

English Unsearchable Riches. Pamphlets on scriptural

subjects were also issued in the German language.

By 1939, the German translation of the Greek Scrip

tures was ready, and it was printed in Berlin by Thor-

mann & Goetsch. It has gone through several editions

since, and is at present in considerable demand in all

German speaking countries, and stocked by many book

stores.

But war clouds were gathering, and in a letter dated

August 26th, 1939, my father received word from the

United States Embassy in Berlin, advising him to leave

the country immediately. As a citizen of the United

States, he could do this at a moment's notice, but what

about his wife? There was no alternative but to leave

her for the moment, pulling every string he could find

to expedite her permit to leave the country, as his wife.

So he went immediately to Copenhagen, where he stayed
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with a brother in the Lord who was interested in his

work, Carl Poulsen, until she was permitted to join him.

Passage to the United States was of course difficult to

obtain, but they managed to find space on a Swedish

ship, the Gripsholm. Since mines had been planted in

the Atlantic, it was necessary for the ship to pass far to

the north of the usual route. My father became very

seasick. On arrival in New York, they were met by

some of the friends there, and went on to Chicago, where

Brother Jons Nelson of Los Angeles had gone to pick up

a new car. With him, they rode to California.

When they first arrived, their house in Los Angeles

was occupied, so they stayed with Alberta and I at our

home in Altadena. In about a month, they moved into

2823 East Sixth Street, where they have lived ever since.

Many projects now occupied my father's attention.

He resumed the task of "making up" Unsearchable

Riches for the printer. The 1930 Edition of the Con

cordant Version, which contained the Greek with its

interlinears, the English translation, the compiler's notes,

and the Lexicon and Concordance, all under one cover—

over 2000 pages in all— made a fine study volume, but

was a bit unwieldy to carry about all the time. Although

he had published a Pocket Edition of the Concordant

Version in 1927, that edition was now nearly sold out,

and he wished to replace it with an edition similar to the

German, with symbols to indicate how the Greek reads,

cross references, figures of speech indicated, emphasis

marked, etc., none of which was shown in the Pocket Edi

tion. This would be called the "International Edition"

since it was printed page for page to match the German.

Published in 1944, it was followed two years later by the

Keyword Concordance, and copies sold from then on

contained this very valuable study aid under the same

cover with the translation. All these projects required

much time and attention, as well as much supervision.

In addition, my father resumed his activity as speaker
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at the local ecclesia which met in Studio Hall. Here he

would give examples of some of the problems he wrestled

with during the week in his translation work, now often

in the Hebrew Scriptures, and the solution he had reached.

I remember one of his methods. He would, in the

evening, assemble all the pertinent facts pertaining to

the problem with which he was occupied, but make no

effort at a solution. During the night, he would pray

and think about the problem. Often, when he awoke in

the morning, the solution was quite clear! You may

draw your own conclusions, but I personally feel that

the Lord was leading in these instances, in order that

His Word might be available to His people with some of

the inconsistencies of translation, which throw it into

disrepute among those who desire its downfall, elimi

nated.

One Sunday morning, there came from my father's

lips a startling announcement. He had completed the

Old Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures! Of course there

were still minor details to be worked over, yet he had

given it a "once over," and had assigned all the stand

ards to the words, and completed the first draft. Thus

it will be seen that, even though only Genesis and Isaiah

were issued during his lifetime, we have in our hands

the necessary groundwork for the other portions, and

his death will not, D.V., halt their publication, should

the Lord tarry.

On the occasion of his eightieth birthday, many of my

father's friends and brethren in the Lord gathered in

honor of the occasion. At this time, his faculties were

sharp and unimpaired. It was here that my son David

met his bride-to-be, Nancy Tutterrow, although they had

seen each other as children at the same meeting years

before.

A few years after this, he began experiencing difficulty

with his eyesight. It was no wonder, for probably no

man living ever used his eyes as continuously as he did,
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over a period of three quarters of a century. Yet lie

continued to work on some new thoughts he had on a

previous exposition of a portion of God's Word which

did not satisfy him. Thus he showed that he was never

satisfied to continue in a rut of teaching just because he

had taught a doctrine for years. If it did not agree with

God's Word, put it in the waste basket. One of his last

projects was his series on the Divine Names and Titles,

which did much to clarify this difficult and little under

stood subject.

Finally, in about 1961, he had to gradually relinquish

most of his cherished work for his Lord into the hands

of others. His grandson Albert, recently released from

the Army, went to live at East Sixth Street, to assist in

his care. As the years went by, this became an increas

ingly arduous task as my father was forced to remain

constantly in bed. His memory began to play tricks on

him, and it was then that he had to give up entirely, and

rest. Although he was bedridden for several years, with

the exception of occasional sojourns on the porch on fine

days, there was not undue suffering—just a gradual

weakening as the days went by. During this period, he

was visited faithfully by Dr. Harold Payne, who minis

tered to his needs in spite of an extremely busy schedule.

During the last few months, he required care day and

night, due to severe bed sores resulting from his long

confinement, so it became necessary to get others to

assist Albert and Ellen Phillips in his care. A man was

obtained to care for him at night, so that Albert could

get a bit of sleep, and a nurse came in three days a week.

My step-mother was now too advanced in years to

minister to him, as she did so faithfully for many a year.

In December of 1964, he celebrated his ninetieth birth

day. Many cards and letters received from friends who

had been helped by his expositions of the Scriptures,

were read to him as he lay on his bed. He was quite

weak, and comprehension perhaps was even at this time
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only partial, in flashes, as his memory failed. From this

time on, his failure seemed more rapid, and the end

came on Sunday evening, March 28th, 1965, at 7:25 p.m.

He had eaten a bit of supper and had slipped into sleep,

from which he never awoke.

His fondest expectation was to one day be with His

Lord, to experience the indescribable ecstasy which will

thrill all believers when they hear the sound for which

they have waited so long— the trump of God, calling

them to be with Him Whom they adore. To go without

dying! But this was not to be his destiny. Yet his

destiny remains the same, and, so far as he is aware,

it will make no difference, since in His wondrous wisdom

our gracious God has so arranged that his next conscious

moment will be with His Lord, Whom he served so long

and so well.

Although my father's all-consuming interest was the

Word of God, yet he found time for the duties of a

father and was extremely anxious that I acquaint my

self, first-hand, with some of God's handiwork, in order

that I might compare it with the imperfect works of

man. To this end, he saw to it that I had both a micro

scope and a telescope, so that I might inspect for myself

some of the perfections in God's works, and realize in

some small way, perhaps, the greatness of our loving

and powerful God. He was willing to help with kites,

tops, and other things of interest to boys. He believed

in hard work, yet he was not unreasonable in his de

mands. To have the privilege of carrying on the work

which the Lord gave him to do, is a very great respon

sibility, and I pray that I may, with the Lord's help, be

enabled to do it in a way which will bring glory to the

great God my father wished to honor and magnify, as

well as to help many, as he did, towards a better under

standing of His wonderful plan and His purpose for all

those whom He has created. That this work might be

carried on, would be my father's wish. He has left a
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monument, in the form of the Concordant Version, by

which any man who so desires may search the Scriptures

for himself, without the intervention of the opinion of

the translator, which is as unique as it is valuable. We

shall endeavor, dear father, to keep this light shining.

Good night, until we meet at His feet, in that glorious

resurrection morning!

A.E.K. AT WORK IN HIS STUDY AT EAST SIXTH STREET
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"A.E.K" AND HIS WORK

A Biographical Sketch by a Close Friend

And Long-time Associate

Edward H. Clayton

To write of Adolph Ernst Knoch is, primarily, to

write a history of the years during which the magazine,

Unsearchable Riches, has been published. That this is so

intimates how fully his life has been given up to re

search into the untraceable riches of Christ to the

nations, as well as to inquiry into the Scriptures re

garded as the comprehensive literature which reveals

the ways of God.

As a result of reading the Bible, and in particular

the Roman epistle, A.E.K. has written, "I believed and

was saved." The reality of his faith, evoked by the

Word of God, has been evident ever since. During the

closing years of the last century, while he was associated

with the Plymouth Brethren, there was much exercise

of mind around the Word of God. In the early years

of the present century God was guiding and ordering

circumstances into which A.E.K. was to enter, as a

ministry. The thoughts and exercise around the Word

of God were, in this period, advancing that faith which

had arisen in A.E.K.'s spirit as he moved to and beyond

the adult stage. In these, steps were taken which led

to a real ministry of the Word of God. The "Mystery"

of the epistles of Paul occupied the mind of A.E.K., as

well as other problems and topics concerned with the

Scriptures.

Writing upon the Divine Mysteries, in the first volume
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of Unsearchable Riches, A.E.K. makes reference to the

journal, Things to Come, which had been taken over by

the late Dr. Bullinger a few years earlier. A.E.K.

speaks of the articles on the Mystery in Dr. Bullinger's

publication as being "epoch-making." And truly they

were. The pressing idea of " rightly dividing the word

of truth" was being entertained by A.E.K., and several

others were also exercised by the same thought, although

not as yet were these friends (to be) in contact. That

came about as a result of a series of articles "On Bap

tism" which A.E.K. submitted to Dr. Bullinger in 1906

and which appeared in the pages of Things to Come the

following year.

"Epoch-making7' would be an equally true descrip

tion of A.E.K. 's own ministry which was then gradually

developing, and which took on a more distinct shape

from the associations which resulted from the publica

tion of these articles. So that, with the help of the late

Vladimir Gelesnoff, a ministry came into being which

has extended over fifty years. It will be seen that the

ministry being formulated in the mind of A.E.K.

was not one which proceeded upon conventional lines,

reiterating that which had been entertained in the teach

ings of others. A.E.K. found brethren who were being

similarly exercised. One such brother was Alan Burns,

who in the year 1906 commenced the issue of a small

magazine under the title Grace and Glory. A.E.K. con

tributed to this, writing on topics described as "The

Burning Issues of the Hour." His friend, Vladimir

Gelesnoff, was also a contributor on subjects closely in

line with those written by A.E.K. But Grace and Glory

ran only for eight issues, the last one published in

March 1909.

For some months before its cessation, it had been

realized that Grace and Glory did not fit the pattern of

the ministry which was envisaged. Income and expendi

ture did not encourage continuance. Yet the desire for
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the ministry had been roused, and the urge in the spirit

of the two friends, V.G. and A.E.K., corresponded there

to. So, in October, 1909, the first number of the present

magazine, Unsearchable Riches, was published. Gone

were the tentative features of Grace and Glory; there

was a definite program, with bi-monthly issues, and at

a cost of a dollar per annum. The desire to serve the

saints can be gauged from the fact that this charge is

still maintained, despite the many factors which have

increased costs during the life of the magazine.

The breadth of outlook of the two editors, as stated

in the opening editorial of the first issue of Unsearchable

Riches, is most notable. Moreover, behind the state

ment were the minds of two saints whom God's spirit had

enlisted and enriched with a vista around His Word

which suggested a promising ministry. Here were

teachers who had discerned the value of correctly cutting

the Word of truth, and also, for their studies, the bene

fits of using concordances based on the original languages

which lie behind our versions. In this way they were

escaping the influence of lexicons, and they were pre

senting studies which emerged from close attention to

God's own word usages, for the words were regarded

in the contexts made by God in His inspiring of the

Scriptures. Tentatively a working arrangement was

planned so that one editor made Hebrew his prior

interest, whilst the other took the Greek, yet this was

not to be absolute and exclusive. Unfortunate happen

ings, which consummated in the death of Brother Geles-

noff, did not allow this arrangement to continue for

many years; in fact, increasingly the affairs of the

magazine passed into the care of A.E.K.

In the first volume of Unsearchable Riches there

appeared an article by A.E.K. under the title, "God's

Word Regained." Here was the hint of a ministry

which, as had been perceptible from prior articles, was

departing from current translations. The article ex-
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plained the inception of a plan which really merited the

thought of regaining God's Word, for each word was to

be kept separate from all others; a word had its own

area of thought and its own usage. This was a worthy

view of the inspired Word of God, one which recognized

His inspiration and the unique character of the word

assemblage of which our God was capable.

From this careful use of sound words came help in

understanding seeming difficulties in God's Word. The

"mysteries" of existing translations became "se

crets." This allowed the further discrimination that

God's Word was speaking of a number of secrets which

God had been concealing but which were revealed

through Paul.

During the succeeding years of the magazine, more

and more samples of the results of what was to be called

"The Concordant Method" appeared in its pages, both

in the form of articles and of the proposed version.

Means to indicate the connection of the various details

of the version with the facts of the original were also

displayed. The basic foundation for the Concordant

Version was being laid, and plans were being made for

it to be issued in the years ahead. Gradually a Greek

Text was formed, with a sublinear beneath it and stand

ard words shown therein. By means of these the stu

dent was given the clear area of thought for each Greek

element. A fuller account was given later in the book

let, The Story of the Concordant Version.

The articles appearing in the early volumes of Un

searchable Riches were really elaborating what the first

issue of the magazine stated as its aim; the recovery of

truth. Not only was the teaching concerning justifica

tion affirmed, but the unknown truth, the secret of the

evangel, was uncovered. Word study had discriminated

two words both rendered "reconcile" in the versions;

these were shown to be "conciliate" (a one-sided matter)

and "reconcile" (a mutual matter), so that the evangel
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is heralding the revelation of God's secret, for God is

conciliated by the death of His Son. Love has achieved

its secret. The whole of this topic, developed by A.E.K.,

was set forth in a series of articles, under the heading,

"The Mystery of the Gospel," which was later published

as a book.

Alongside such truth, there was also appearing studies

by A.E.K. which showed the falsity of the Bible words,

"for ever" and "for ever and ever." The occurrences

of these were examined and analyzed and classified in a

manner which revealed the truth that God had made the

eons through His Son, and that His purpose was eonian,

achieved in the eons through His Son. All these results

were proceeding from the study of concordances which

related the words of our Bible to the original inspired

words of the text of God's Word. A number of articles

on these themes were gathered into booklet form, under

the title "All in All," setting forth the goal of the uni

verse as revealed in the Scriptures.

These were years in which A.E.K. was making great

efforts to indicate to God's saints the truth which God

had revealed in His Word for their faith, yet which lay

hidden from them in the discordant versions in use. He

was seeking to put God's Word above all else in the

minds of those whom his ministry reached. By the

magazine, truth has gone round the world, and many

saints have become informed concerning God's righteous

ness and His love and His ultimate purpose, planned in

His Son.

Brother Knoch's full occupation and intense activity

did not prevent him from giving a little attention to

that other side of faith which expresses itself in worship,

for he composed hymns which viewed the wider prospect

given to faith, and which also enshrined the thoughts

coming to be realized from the recovery of truth. These

hymns were set to music and sent forth on sheets, that

adoration, in stricter accord with truth, may arise to
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God, the Father of Him Whose obedience implemented

the evangel.

Because A.E.K. was so dominated by the Word of

God, his mind was led to consider Scriptural matters

free from the influence of creed and theology. The uni

verse was God's creation; He was Supreme. By learn

ing in this manner, it became an easy step for A.E.K. to

receive the truth that all is out of God, through Him

and for Him. Thus he soon saw that there was no

"problem" in connection with the question of evil. For

the God of the Scriptures, there was no struggle against

evil; nor did His Word reveal any notion of dualism in

the universe. A series of articles on the theme of evil

appeared in the pages of Unsearchable Riches, and, when

completed, they were gathered under one cover, and

published in a volume suitable for convenient study.

All these studies by A.E.K. were done along the way

as he worked diligently toward the completion and the

publishing of the Concordant Version. Special studies

into the Greek of the inspired text were conducted, as

well as the decision how the Greek text should be formu

lated. The several forms of the Greek verb called for

close investigation, as a preliminary to rendering them

into a version. They must first be discriminated by

standards. Of particular importance was the solution

of the grammatical significance of that Greek verbal

form which is termed the Aorist. In what sense did the

Aorist differ from the other form which was also re

garded as a past? A.E.K. went to work on these matters

in a thorough manner; he spared no effort to reach a

position of which he was assured. Then the results were

brought to a focus in a masterly article under the title,

"The Greek and English Indefinite."

After great effort it became possible to publish the

Story of the Concordant Version in June, 1919. There

in is given many details of how the work proceeded from

the first beginnings up to reaching the practical stage
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for publication. The first instalment, the book of The

Unveiling ("Kevelation"), was available and in the

mail to subscribers by August, 1919. The years which

ensued were also years of intense activity and applica

tion, for A.E.K. planned to issue the work in twelve

parts, and at six month intervals. In this way he was

able to finance the work, for each part provided the

money for the next.

The pathway to the issuance of the first part of the

version presented many a difficulty the solution of which

called for resourcefulness, as well as an undaunted

spirit. In this was the expression of a spiritual life

which was strong and deep, creating a desire to move

closely to the inspired original. By following this

course, the influence of several details, present in a cur

sive Greek text, was avoided and the work proceeded on

a free course.

The publishing of the Unveiling, as the first part of

the Concordant Version, called for a full exposition of

that book. The notes by A.E.K., printed beside the

version and the Greek text required elaboration.

A.E.K.'s plans anticipated this, and soon there began a

series of articles in Unsearchable Riches. Volume 12

contained the first article, and they ran through to the

last number of volume 20. The whole of these articles

have been made available as a volume of almost 600

pages, published under the title, "The Unveiling of

Jesus Christ."

This exposition of the Unveiling presented the view

that the book was revealing the opening years of the day

of Ieue (or, "Jehovah"), which establishes the saints

of Israel in the kingdom, to reign with Messiah for a

thousand years. The concluding chapters of the Un

veiling take the revelation forward into the Day of God

and the new heavens and earth. The topics of the many

articles were those required by the literary structure of

the book, more or less akin to the chapters. This writ-
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ing kept A.E.K. well occupied, amidst both the com

pleting of the parts of the Concordant Version and its

incidental revision for the publishing in one binding in

1926. Then followed the compiling and printing of the

Lexical Concordance to the completed Concordant Ver

sion of the Greek Scriptures. This latter was a most

onerous task, and was completed and published in 1930,

along with a new printing, on better paper, of the Ver

sion itself.

Amidst the completing of this great task, on Septem

ber 7, 1926, Brother Knoch was called upon to bear the

pain and sorrow of the death of his wife. She had been

a true helpmeet, and, until failing health overtook her,

she had given much assistance in the work, and so en

abled A.E.K. to go forward with the more serious side

of the work. Now our brother must go on alone. Only

his immediate friends knew what this meant to him.

A.E.K. should not be regarded merely as a man of

industry. To entertain that thought of him is to miss

entirely the true estimate of his lifework. Here is a

brother who was motivated by an overriding perception

which was emerging as a desire to serve, not "his day

and generation" but his God and Father. The Bible

was a version of God's inspired Word, and A.E.K.

wished to know the original behind that English version.

He would honor the fact of God inspiring His Word.

To A.E.K. the inspiration of the Scriptures was as im

portant and fundamental as was the God and Father of

the Lord Jesus Christ. The written Word compares to

Him Who is the Living Word. A version of the Scrip

tures ought to enter into this analogy. To this end

A.E.K. labored.

Wisdom characterized the ministry of A.E.K. Some

subjects in God's Word were ever in his mind, and a

full statement upon them was left until his studies were

complete and really exhaustive. This was, indeed, a

very essential feature for some questions, since tradition
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and prior commitment were most strongly entrenched.

Around the person of God's Son, Brother Enoch came

to write three most illuminating articles. The titles

were The Kenosis of Christ, Christ Compared with

Deity, and Christ Contrasted with Deity. These articles

set forth the glories of the Lord Jesus Christ, in their

true scriptural position, showing that He is the Image

of the Invisible God. The articles are most mature

studies, far more effective than any argument or denial

of the so-called "Trinity." The whole subject was

rounded out by a study on the personality of the holy

spirit. It is God's spirit; the living, intelligent, per

sonal power by which God does all things, through

Christ. God is called by the term spirit when attention

is diverted from His Deity to His operations in creation

and salvation.

The years in which the Concordant Version of the

Greek Scriptures were being completed found A.E.K.

giving increasing attention to his plans for executing a

similar service in respect to the Hebrew Scriptures.

Some preparation for the Hebrew section had been in

process, but a major matter was that it should begin by a

visit to Palestine by A.E.K., and a sojourn in that

country, so as to learn firsthand the topography, the

customs and other circumstances, such as might give

insight to aid the investigations into the Hebrew Scrip

tures. It was even a desire to translate some passages

of the Hebrew whilst resting or wandering amidst a

particular district of Palestine. One such passage is

the well known Twenty-third Psalm. Our English ver

sion of this psalm seems much colored by the circum

stances of the English countryside, rather than the more

arid condition which prevails to a great degree in the

Holy Land.

The May 1931 issue of Unsearchable Riches made the

announcement that Brother Knoch, after waiting for the

Lord's guidance concerning the work in Palestine, and
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his way thither, had decided that he should cross the

continent of the United States during that month of

May, calling to see friends en route, but eventually

reaching New York, from whence he would embark for

the south of England, and then to Scotland. To many

of A.E.K.'s friends, in both continents, these were days

of remembrance, and they have been enhanced since.

The end of June, 1931, saw A.E.K. depart from Eng

land for Sweden to meet friends of the work there.

Then over to Denmark and eventually into Germany.

In the latter country much interest was shown in the

truths which had been brought to light from the study

of the original text of the Scriptures and the divergences

which existed in the versions.

In Germany Brother Knoch met with sincere desire

for a German Concordant Version. They knew a little

about the English side, and there was active discussion

on such a project in German. As the discussion ad

vanced, select passages were translated for a proposed

prospectus. And these plans were not laid aside, despite

A.E.K's departure from Germany. His journey to

Palestine had been planned and was in process, and it

must proceed. The Hebrew work was really geared in

to the journey, along with the sojourn in the land.

Many were the journeys and the wanderings made by

A.E.K. in Palestine. There was the comparing of pass

ages in the Bible with the numerous districts to which

the scriptures made reference. In these circumstances

it was sought to catch the value of the environs of the

passages, and then to consider them amidst the first

tentative translations which had been made. Standards

had been fixed for a considerable number of Hebrew

words, and work on a number of books had been done.

Thus it was easy to consider the special features of

special passages, more or less related to a given district.

It was hoped to gain much value from this experience.

The stay in Palestine had fulfilled the needs for which
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it was undertaken. But the visit to Germany en route had

created in the mind of A.E.K. a real understanding of

the needs of the saints of that country and their urgent

desire to have a version based on a pattern of sound

words. The conversations which A.E.K. had with the

friends when in Germany left him without any doubts

in the matter. His prior impressions, gained whilst at

home in Los Angeles, had been more than confirmed.

Apparently the call, "Come over and help us," followed

him to Palestine. So A.E.K. did not return to Califor

nia until the year 1939.

In February, 1932, the engagement of A.E.K. to

Countess Sigrid von Kanitz was announced. By the

middle of April A.E.K. was staying in Potsdam, later

to take up residence at Stepenitz. Here Brother Knoch

and Sister Knoch worked together to produce a Con

cordant Version for the German saints. It was when

passing through Germany that A.E.K. recognized the

fervid faith and desire of the Countess for God's Word

in the form of a Concordant Version. Her special

qualifications to assist in such a project were also

apparent to A.E.K. During almost seven years the two

worked together on the German version, so that early in

1939 the work was off the press and available to the

German saints.

The compiling of the German Concordant Version

did not become any interlude in the Hebrew work, for

the latter was carried along amidst the German work.

All the time details and problems of the Hebrew word

families and the standards required for stem and

branches were slowly built toward the practical issue.

From Stepenitz A.E.K. kept in touch with his several

assistants in the work, beside guiding the publication of

Unsearchable Riches which was still published in Los

Angeles.

December, 1939, found A.E.K. and his wife back in

Los Angeles, united with his »on Ernest and his wife
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Alberta, as well as his family born during A.E.K.'s ab

sence from the U.S.A. Prom the landing at New York,

in late November, there was the renewing of contact

with many friends. This would have continued right

across the States, except that A.E.K. was in poor trim.

Traveling for him was an ordeal. The journey from

Denmark, at first skirting the northern limits of the

ocean, to avoid war dangers, was a great physical trial to

him. His wife was "as good a traveler as he was bad/'

was A.E.K. 's comment.

A period of recovery from the effects of the trip, and

readjustment to a renewal of conditions back home, was

necessary ere Brother Knoch was back in stride. There

was no real inactivity, but rather a reviewing of the

stages at which the several sections of the work stood.

From increased experience, especially from the under

taking of the German side of the work, plus the years of

actual use of the English Concordant Version, it had

become evident that this section of A.E.K.'s ministry

needed to be revised in some details, and even re-cast

in its form. In a sense this was an extra work, yet it

was shouldered amidst the carrying forward of the Heb

rew work. The outcome was the International Edition

of 1944, together with its Keyword Concordance.

Brother Knoch's plans for the Hebrew section of the

work had gradually been moving forward. All the

books of the Hebrew Scriptures had been transferred

from the Hebrew characters and typed into Latin letters,

leaving space for a sublinear of standards to be written

beneath the words, and this had proceeded well toward

completion. It was now definitely possible for A.E.K.

to begin to review all prior translation efforts, and to

undertake the trying task of making improvements in

the vocabulary required by the standards given to each

Hebrew word.

There were still problems of detail in some of the

word families which called for more research and con-
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sideration. Such matters as the divine titles were a

problem in themselves, and this needed much attention

and thought. To these Brother Knoch applied himself

with rigid attention, though his years now added up to a

good total.

It became possible to publish, as the fourth number of

volume 48, a first instalment of the Hebrew Scriptures.

This was the book of Genesis, or "In a Beginning." In

it was given an introduction which sketched the many

avenues traversed for the work, and tended to convey

an inkling of the earnest effort A.B.K. had made. It

represented years of original toil, and all the setbacks

which had crossed the path of the work. Yet, nothing

daunted, the work always went forward by some minute

stage. God's grace always sustained, for the work had

been begun in the fear and love of the God and Father

of the Lord Jesus Christ, and it had continued in His

strength and the regard for the needs of the saints who

looked to the inspired Scriptures God had given to

humanity.

Brother Knoch now had to lessen his activity in the

work, but he had brought the book of the prophet Isaiah

sufficiently forward that it was possible to go ahead and

publish it in 1962. The remainder of the Hebrew Scrip

tures are now in a position which, under God's grace and

guidance, may yet make it possible for them to become

available. The major question is, Will our God call the

living and the dead saints to the air, ere their com

pletion is reached?

From volume forty-one of Unsearchable Riches,

Brother Knoch's son, Ernest, was associated with him in

the editing of the magazine, but A.E.K. was able to

continue in a limited capacity, until the fiftieth volume

was reached. He was also assisted by his grandsons,

David and Albert. In commencing volume fifty, A.E.K.

quoted from the first editorial of the magazine. This

reflection back to the beginning of the magazine's min-
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istry is very notable, after such a long period. It indi

cates how strong has been the memory of the original

outlook and attitude to God's Word, and how constant

and consistent has been the adherence to it.

Somewhere, A.E.K. wrote, in reference to work he

had just then completed, that he wished the work were

better done. That was an expression of his humility,

and doubtless Brother Knoch would still echo those

words with respect to his life's work. e.h.c.

THE SHEPHERD PSALM

Jehovah is my Shepherd,

So I am wanting naught.

He's causing me to recline

In verdant oases.

To restful watering places

He is conducting me.

My soul He is restoring—

[My soul restoreth He!]

In righteous rounds He guides me

Because of His [own] name.

E 'en though I 'm walking in

The shade of death ravine,

I am not fearing evil,

For thou dost stand by me.

Thy club and crook console me —

[Thy club and crook console!]

Before me thou'r't arranging

Forage that fronts my foes.

Thou sleek 'st my head with oil.

My cup doth satiate.

Yea, good and kindness follow

For all my livelong days.

And in Jehovah's house

I dwell to length of days!

A.E.K.
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ARK'S BRETHREN BACKGROUND

As told in his own Words

Editor's note : In 1945 A.E.K. wrote this short survey

of the earlier phases of his life in faith. This, it seems,

was the only occasion when he tells of his own spiritual

background.

When I left school I determined to study the best

books thoroughly. As I had no funds to buy a set of

Shakespeare, I began with an old Bible that was lying

around. I started with Genesis, but my progress was

very slow as I had made up my mind that a superficial

reading was useless. I must get the sense. I intended

to major in astronomy at the university, and, when I

came to the sentence "He made the stars also," I was

quite overwhelmed by the simplicity and grandeur of

the statement. I realized that I would not live long

enough to exhaust the fullness of that one assertion. So

I skipped to the epistle to the Romans. Why, I do not

know. I could not make a better choice today, after

half a century of study. There I was amazed to find

things that I did not remember hearing in Sunday

School. I believed and was saved. I have not had time

for studying Shakespeare yet.

Being much alive to the things of God, I spoke to

others, especially to an elderly Scotchman who was very

enthusiastic about the coming of the Lord. In the print

ing office where I worked I was given a circular to set,

which advertised a series of meetings on this subject. I
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was much interested and never missed a meeting. The

lecturer was one of the so-called " Plymouth Brethren''

or "Open Brethren." In response to his urging I was

baptized in the Los Angeles river. I was allowed to take

the Lord's supper with them each Sunday. I read their

literature, "The Witness" magazine, "C.H.M." (Mac

kintosh), especially books on prophecy and many tracts.

I listened to long series of lectures on the Tabernacle

in the Wilderness and the Seven Churches of Asia. I

eagerly swallowed all that I could get and was initiated

into the differences between the various divisions among

the Brethren themselves, as I was looked upon as one

of their coming leaders.

THE NEWBERRY BIBLE

They introduced me to the Newberry Bible, which

has extensive marginalia correcting the inconsistencies

of the Authorized Version. I wore out several copies

of it. The best books that I got through the Brethren

were Wigram's concordances. These opened my eyes

to the contradictions and discordant renderings in our

version. I then determined to go by the original alone,

so I bought a copy of Griesbach's Greek testament. This

I carried constantly. I made a special cover to keep it

from going to pieces. Till this point I had been a loyal

"Brethren." Now trouble began. I soon saw that they

were concerned to defend what they called "the truth,"

while I wanted God's Word. I was silenced, and was

not even allowed to quote the Scriptures in a Bible

reading. Because I had fellowship with others outside

their circle, I was put out. It was a great blessing in

disguise.

"things to come"

Among the magazines commended to me by the Breth

ren (by mistake) was "Things to Come," which, at

first, was the organ of prophetic conferences in London.

Through it I became acquainted with Sir Robert An-
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derson's writings, especially Human Destiny and The

Silence of God. In the introduction to the former, Sir

Eobert requests anyone who had a better solution to the

problem to let him know. I wrote and called his atten

tion to the great truth of the reconciliation of all (Col.

1:20) and the significance of the eonian times. But he

was already too old to change.

I then joined a class in Greek in the local Bible Insti

tute, and later had a class of my own in the Y.M.C.A.

I found the textbooks so inconsistent on some points that

I gave up teaching and made a complete index of every

Greek form in the Scriptures, as a basis for my study.

Later, Things to Come was taken over by Dr. B. W.

Bullinger, who had spent much time for ten years in

compiling a discriminating concordance of the Greek

Scriptures. Before me he had seen something of the

confusion in our discordant version, and based his

teaching on the original, hence he had more light than

others. But, again, I could not follow his "dispensa-

tional" position. I was very much in awe of him, so

feared to write and tell him my ideas, that all of Paul's

writings were for us, especially the prison epistles, so

I wrote the article On Baptism in order to put it before

him indirectly, and avoid giving offense.

To my surprise and delight he published it with the

following

ANNOUNCEMENT IN THINGS TO COME.

"We purpose to commence in January, 1907, if the

Lord will, a series 'On Baptism/ by a brother in the

U.S.A., who has dealt with this question in an exhaus

tive manner, so completely embodying the whole of the

Biblical types and teaching, that we have never seen

anything yet to equal the masterly way in which the

whole subject is dealt with."—(Things to Come, Vol.

12, [1906] page 108).

After accepting "On Baptism," Dr. Bullinger changed

his position to accord with it. This is the backbone of
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what is generally called *' Bullingerism." I am thankful

to see that it is spreading among thoughtful Bible stu

dents. Before he started the "Companion Bible/' he

wrote to me saying that he had heard that I was con

templating a new version, and asked what my plans

were. I sent him a page with a version in one column

and notes in the other, like that in the Companion

Bible, and begged him to make a new translation. But

he considered that too great a task at his age.

A Russian Bible teacher named Vladimir Gelesnoff

saw On Baptism in Things to Come, and wrote to Dr.

Bullinger, requesting the right to issue it in pamphlet

form. Dr. Bullinger referred him to me and very

kindly sent him stereotype matrices, with which he pub

lished it in America. Later, when he started the maga

zine, Unsearchable Riches, he drafted me as associate

editor. We were agreed as to the division of truth, but

not on the subject of human destiny. At this time I

still clung to Brethren teachings in some things. So I

was much exercised about it. While waiting for a street

car, on the way to my work, the truth of the fifteenth

chapter of first Corinthians illumined me like a light

ning flash. Christ's kingdom is not endless, but eonian!

God will be All in all.

By the continual use of a concordance, my prejudices

were gradually swept away. But it was trying, tedious

toil. I could not expect others to spend so much time

and labor in order to conform their Bible to the inspired

original. So I was burdened with a tremendous urge

to make a concordant version, which would save so much

work and give the Lord's dear saints access to God's

Word, free from the prejudice which pops up on nearly

every page of the Authorized Version, which, as every

concordance will show, was made without any method,

and was motivated principally by professional theolo

gians who had to please King James.
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MUSINGS ON MOUNT OLIVET

Editor's note : One of the most popular of A.E.K's writ

ings was his personal narrative of his visit to the Holy

Land. The following brief excerpt is a vivid example

written while sitting on a rock atop the Mount of Olives.

To the Mount of Olives this morning! Better than a

church service. By a new way. Up to the Damascus

gate. To the east by Herod's gate, down into the Kidron.

Up the slope of Olivet, past Bedouin camps. Tents made

mostly of old sacks. Children playing in the dust, quite

happily. Up to the Augusta Victoria Institute. The

top of the ridge. First glimpse of the deep Dead Sea

and the misty mountains of Moab!

A memorable view. The far-off range makes a hori

zontal line unbelievably straight, like the horizon of the

ocean. Here and there are dimly discerned ravines

descending to the water, but they do not disturb the

level of the sky line. Deep down in the depression the

surface of the Dead Sea shimmers in the sunlight. It

hides part of its length behind the high hills of Judea.

With the exception of a green patch near the head of the

salt sea, all seems dry and desolate and dead. Much may

have changed since the days when He sojourned in

Judea, but this soul-stirring sight is still the same. He

alone has learned all the lessons which lie concealed in

this, the lowest land on all the earth. To many eyes

which His hands have touched it teaches the most ter

rible tragedy of human history.
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The river Jordan and its salty sink is a parable of

human life. Rising high and pure beneath Hermon's

snowy head, it flows down, with many a tortuous turn,

through the lake of Galilee, into the sea of death, which

has no apparent outlet. Such is the course of mankind,

and so also is the life of each mortal of which it is com

posed. From infant innocence we descend, by devious

ways, into the domain of death, from which there is no

visible release. How hopeless it seems! But hold!

There must be an outlet! Otherwise the Jordan's swell

ing tide would soon fill up this whole depression. The

opposite is the case. The sea is lower now than once it

was. Every drop of water which descends into the sea

of death escapes from it in some subtle way. No, there

is no subterranean outlet into the ocean. Water would

not flow up even if there were. But even dead sea

water can ascend under the beneficent influence of the

sun. It is transformed and purified and raised above the

earth, freed from the defilement and death which had

contaminated its course. So, also, in the spiritual realm.

Every sinner of mankind who enters death may count

upon the spiritual Sun to draw him out of death and

transform him by His grace. The sea of death not only

will not be eternally full, but it will be utterly empty

when death itself is abolished. Cannot He Who saves

and sanctifies the waters of this sea, do the same for His

creatures in the realm of spirit ?

Moreover, when mankind no longer surges into the

dead sea, as at present, when Christ will reign and dying

will be diminished, then the parable will be adjusted

accordingly. The waters will be healed. They will no

longer deal out death, but sustain life. It thrills me to

think that this miracle will occur very near the spot on

which I am sitting. Just across the ravine from the

Dome of the Rock ("the Mosque of Omar"), on Olive's

brow, on a large rock, in the shade of a gnarled old olive

tree, I sit and muse. The past has a strong appeal. Here
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He was in His humiliation. The present has little. The

future is tremendous. Who knows but that His feet shall

stand upon this very spot, and will leave their impress

(not upon these stones for future fanatics to fight about

but upon the whole mountain, for it will cleave in the

midst hereabouts and run a ravine square across yon

mountains to the Mediterranean). Then the eastward

scene will change. The depressive depths will be filled.

The Dead Sea and the Jordan and the lake of Galilee

will disappear and form an inland sea. The diminutive

waters of death will become immense waters of life. So

will God work!

A.E.K. ON THE SHORE OF GALILEE
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BE CONFIRMED IN THE FAITH

A.E.K.'S APPEAL TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE GOD'S WORD

It has become the fashion to make a virtue out of

timidity, of dubiousness and uncertainty. Indeed, a

firm stand for the truth is decried as "petrified dogma

tism" and other slanderous epithets. God gives us, not

a spirit of timidity, but of power and of love and of

sanity (2 Tim. 1:7). The era has come when they will

not tolerate sound teaching, and turn away from the

truth (2 Tim. 4:3, 4). Some are always learning, yet not

at any time able to come into a realization of the truth

(2 Tim. 3:7). Many of the saints do not glorify God as

God, they will not have it that all is out of and through

and for Him. This is the principal seed-plot of the

apostasy.

Alas! These are the last days, and nothing that we

can do will stop the apostasy, for God has warned us

that it must come. Man must reject the greatest grace

agoing, to demonstrate the depth of his own depravity.

But our appeal is to those who fear God and believe His

Word. They need not be dragged down with the rest!

Read and heed the special message for today! Suffer

evil with the evangel! Have a pattern of sound words!

Be invigorated by grace! Don't engage in useless con

troversy! Correctly cut the truth! Withdraw from

injustice! Remain in what you learned and verified!

Herald the Word! Stand by it! Expose, rebuke, en

treat, with all patience and teaching! (2 Tim. 1:8, 13;

2:1,14,15; 3:14; 4:2).

May God enable you to steer clear of the many sunken

reefs that beset your course, and glorify God as God,

out of Whom, and through Whom, and for Whom is all!

A.E.K.
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THE FUNERAL MESSAGE

Delivered Thursday, April 1,1965 at the Chapel of the Hills,

Forest Lawn Hollywood Hills, Los Angeles, California

Speakeb: Hebman H. Rocke

In his last letter to Timothy, in the fourth chapter,

Paul wrote these words, "I have contended the ideal con

test. I have finished my career. I have kept the faith.

Furthermore, there is reserved for me the wreath of

righteousness, which the Lord, the just Judge, will be

paying to me in that day; yet not to me only, but also

to all who love His advent."

Our dear brother and senior teacher, A. E. Knoch, did

love His advent. It was his heart's desire to be among

those who survive, who are changed when our Lord Him

self "will be descending from heaven with a shout of

command, with the voice of the Chief Messenger, and

with the trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ shall

be rising first. Thereupon we, the living who are sur

viving, shall at the same time be snatched away together

with them in clouds, to meet the Lord in the air. And

thus shall we always be together with the Lord. So

that, console one another with these words."

Months ago, Brother A. E. Knoch often began the day

by having his chair pushed to the window, sitting there

with unseeing eyes, and waiting for His Lord to come.

As his health failed, this longing was intensified. Now

we can rejoice in the Lord that his heart's desire is

fulfilled. So far as our sleeping brother is aware, the

moment of his lapse into oblivion will be followed by

His Lord's shout of command, and then, in an instant,

in the twinkle of an eye, at the last sound of the trumpet
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of God our brother's frail form will be changed into a

glorious likeness of the image of the Son of God.

From his sleep, our brother will be roused incorrup

tible. "For this corruptible must put on incorruption,

and this mortal put on immortality." Thus the glorious

expectation which had occupied his thoughts will be ful

filled. From his first conscious moment he will always be

together with his Lord. And so will all the dead in Christ.

"We, the living who are surviving, shall at the same

time be snatched away together... to meet the Lord

in the air," i.e., the dead in Christ and the living,

together, as one company, just as if none had ever died.

Hence our outlook in this administration of the grace of

God, is not death but life. From Paul down to the

present day, the prospect put before the believer is the

vivifying presence of Christ. Day by day, hour by

hour, moment by moment, the next event for which we

yearn, should be the trumpet's joyful note when Christ

Jesus will transfigure the body of our humiliation, so

as to conform it to the body of His glory.

Then all limitations will be withdrawn and the bound

less universe will be before us, and we will be seated

together, in fact, among the celestials, in Christ Jesus.

Then God will use us as His display material for the

celestials, "displaying the transcendent riches of His

grace in His kindness to us in Christ Jesus. For in

grace are we saved, through faith, and this is not out

of us; it is God's approach offering, not of works, lest

anyone should be boasting. For His achievement are we,

being created in Christ Jesus for good works, which

God makes ready beforehand, that we should be walking

in them."

Our dear brother and senior teacher has finished his

earthly career, which was God's achievement, good works

which He made ready beforehand that our brother

should walk in them.

Early in his youth, God's spirit awakened young
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A. E. Knoch to a life-long response, shining in his heart

ever since, "with a view to the illumination of the know

ledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ."

The book of Romans prompted him to believe that we all

sinned and are wanting of the glory of God, and are

justified by faith, apart from works of law, justified in

the blood of Christ, Who died for our sakes, that God

should become All in all.

It was about seventy years ago when A. E. Knoch, still

a young believer, having the ardent desire to arrive at

a better understanding of the Word of God, discovered

that practically all solid progress in the recovery of

truth during the nineteenth century had come through

the use of concordances. Hence he also began to test

and correct his ideas as to the meaning of Bible words

by tracing them through all their occurrences. But he

found that even keen students of exceptional intelligence

were not able to derive much profit from concordances

based on English translations. So he bought himself a

small Greek Testament and kept it always with him,

devoting every free moment to its study. It gradually

dawned on him that it was foolish to fill his mind with

a discordant English version if he hoped to advance in

the knowledge of God. Thus it was that the idea of a

concordant version suggested itself to his mind. His

continual use of Greek and Hebrew concordances had

so thoroughly impressed him with the need for more

uniformity in translation that he began to standardize

his thinking by always using a certain English word

when he had a Greek or Hebrew term in mind.

A. E. Knoch ranks among those men of God who

devoted their lives to the task of classifying God's

wonderful world of words, just as the great botanist

Linnaeus studied and arranged and classified God's

wonderful world of plants. Just as the flowers tell us

of God's wisdom and power, His Sacred Scriptures tell

us of His plan and purpose and love for us. The honor
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to which A. E. Knoch was called, is unique. It stands

apart from all the coveted honors of a passing world.

For the Lord called him to develop the concordant

method for an unprecedented and unprejudiced trans

lation of the Sacred Scriptures, so as to lead him to,

and us toward a fuller understanding of God's truth

for today. The story of the toil and trials which paved

every step of our brother's way, will never be told until

that day when he will receive the special wages which

the Lord, the just Judge, will award to those who have

been building with gold and silver and precious stones.

In that day, the fire will be testing our brother's work,

what kind it was.

Paul writes in First Corinthians, "For other founda

tion can no one lay beside that which is laid, which is

Jesus Christ."

Ever since the beginning of this century, our dear

brother and senior teacher has been building on this

foundation with precious stones, silver, and gold, while

expounding justification, which is the great basic truth,

conciliation and reconciliation, as well as God's sover

eignty, for out of Him and through Him and for Him

is all.

In addition he has written on a multitude of other

scriptural subjects, from Genesis to the Unveiling of

Jesus Christ, from the Problem of Evil to the secrets in

the Pauline epistles.

Brother A. E. Knoch made it a point to imitate Paul,

always toiling with a view toward presenting every man

mature in Christ Jesus, ever struggling for us in his

prayers that we may stand mature and fully assured in

all the will of God.

Very early in his life for Christ, A. E. Knoch was led

to discover God's mind concerning the special praise

and prayer for today. He found both in Paul's epistles;

in Ephesians, where more than half of the doctrinal

portion is presented in a series of prayers. The same
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is true of the first chapter of Colossians. A. E. Knoch

added these prayers to his own daily petitions, plead

ings, and thanksgiving, so as to be in accord with the

delight of God's will and for the laud of the glory of

His grace. God blesses us with every spiritual blessing

among the celestials, in Christ, blessings which we may

enjoy as long as we praise Him accordingly.

Before the Concordant Version was made, or any of

the concordant literature written, there was persistent

prayer for the spirit of wisdom and revelation. Nor

has it ever ceased. Not only was it necessary to pray

for this special spirit of wisdom and revelation in order

to recover the Ephesian secret, this crowning revelation

of God, but now, even after our senior teacher has so

often expounded it at length, this special prayer is

needed to apprehend his expositions.

When viewed by itself, the personal destiny of a man

seems so pitifully unimportant in this great universe.

But when it is seen to be a part of God's own glory, it

ceases to be insignificant. It is no longer inconsequent.

It must be safe and sure. "Even though," A. E. Knoeh

once said, "it is not the reward of our merits, for we

have none. Our personal destiny is rather reared on

our demerits, of which we have no lack. Let us but

see that we are the instruments for revealing God's

grace, and hence essential to His goal, and we have the

best basis of eonian bliss which man has ever imagined."

Our sleeping brother has been an instrument for

revealing the glory of God's grace in an amazing way,

during threescore and ten, out of a lifetime of ninety

years. And God willing, his written ministry will con

tinue, while he is asleep, not only in English speaking

countries all over the world, but elsewhere as well,

especially among German speaking believers.

Unique as our brother's life work was, it is just his

starting point toward the goal where God makes ready

even better works, that he should be walking in them,
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again as His achievement. Let us give thanks to the

Father Who makes us competent for a part of the allot

ment of the saints, in light. For in grace are we saved,

through faith, in order to show forth His grace, in this

life, and even more so, in the coming eons among the

celestials.

"Faithful is the saying: 'For if we died together, we

shall be living together also; if we are enduring, we shall

be reigning together also.' " For our sleeping brother,

the time of endurance is past. For his sake, we should

not grieve. While in oblivion, he is waiting for the

vivifying voice of his Lord. Our brother is spared the

loneliness of his widow, the heartache of his family, and

the sighing of those who were near and dear to him.

No one will miss him more than those who had the

privilege of living with him, of personal acquaintance

with him during his lifetime.

Praise the Lord, we have not lost him but for a brief

and weary night, and we will meet again in the morn

ing. So we will not say good bye, but rather good night,

knowing that he is asleep in the care of Him Who will

not fail to wake him in immortal glory, when He comes

to call His own.

"Blessed is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, the Father of pities and God of all consolation,

Who is consoling us in our every affliction to enable us

to be consoling those in every affliction, through the

consolation with which we ourselves are being consoled

by God, seeing that, according as the sufferings of Christ

are superabounding in us, thus, through Christ, our con

solation also is superabounding."

"Now may the God of peace Himself be hallowing you

wholly, and may your unimpaired spirit and soul and

body be kept blamelessly in the presence of our Lord

Jesus Christ!

Faithful is He Who is calling you,

Who will be doing it also."
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